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Swatch-Auto shines with powder paint
Wagner applies high-tech in-house development to "Smart" -Mobil

Markdorf (gan) The test series is followed by an order: The powder systems from Wagner will paint the
Swatch car "Smart" in the future, of which 200,000 vehicles are to be produced annually. According to
Wagner, this is the first worldwide and series production color topcoat Powder Coating of an
automobile. Other manufacturers currently have their bodies painted in a conventional manner.
"A success for Wagner and thus for the region," commented Dr. Horst Adams, Head of R&D, Powder
Systems. For this order, Wagner used in-house developed high-tech in the field of powder coating for
car bodies, Adams reported on Thursday afternoon at presentation of a "Smart" at the headquarters in
Markdorf.

The Wagner "twin gun" plays a key role in powder coating the fully recyclable "Smart" mobile. "With this
gun, the extremely high demands of the automotive industry can be met when it comes to surface
finishing," says Adams. For the first time, the "Air" module (AFC module), also from our own company,
was used to coat the "Smart".

The twin gun with integrated high-voltage cascade is positioned on an articulated arm robot and follows
the frame geometry precisely and fully automatically. The AFC module is an air flow measurement and
control module. It ensures that the powder quantities ejected correspond exactly to the setpoint
entries. This control unit also has integrated sensors and regulates air flow fluctuations in a fraction of a
second. "That way a very uniform layer thickness distribution of the powder can be achieved, which
results in brilliant surfaces, "said Adams.
Apart from load-bearing body parts, the "Smart" body consists of colored and screwed-on plastic
elements. As Klaus Sussmann, project manager of the "Smart" manufacturer MCC, further stated, the
color of a "Smart" can be converted very easily: the body parts would be available in different colors and
could be shipped by mail in the desired color.
But not only the system for coating the body of the "Smart" comes from Wagner. The rear of the seats
have a hammer-finish effect finish, which was also made with powder coating systems from Wagner.
Unique so far: Powder coating systems from Wagner paint the body of the Swatch car "Smart" as
standard - in the picture Dr. Horst Adams, Head of R&D, Powder Systems -. Picture: T. Ganter

